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Knitting moddels no. 6
Model no. 1 Cardigan with zipper
Materials: Kauni effect yarn no. 8/2 (�00% wool) 
Size:  S  –  (M)  –  L  –  (XL)
Burst: 53    (55)     57    (59) (cm) 
Length: 63    (65)    67    (69) (cm)
Amount of yarn: 460   (5�0)   560   (6�0) g 
Recomended colours: All colours with Kauni effect yarn 8/2
Needles: Pointed needles size 2,5 and 3 mm
Knitting tension: 
25 sts and 36 rows in stocking sts = �0 x �0 cm before felting. 
28 sts and 37 rows in English Rib = �0 cm x �0 cm before 
felting.
30 sts and 36 rows in stocking sts = �0 x �0 cm after felting.
28 sts and 37 rows in English Rib = �0 cm x �0 cm after felting.         
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended. 
Back. Cast on �40(�46)�52(�58) sts with needle size 2.5 mm and 
work 8 rows in English Rib. See diagram �. Change to needle 
size 3 mm and continue in stocking sts. Work for 3 cm without 
any increases or decreases and then decrease � sts each side 
for the waist on every 7th row a total of 6 times and then on 
every 5th row a total of 4 times. The number of remaining sts = 
�20(�26)�32(�38). Work for 2(3)4(5) cm without any increases 
or decreases and then increase � st each side on every 5th row 
a total of 3 times and on every 9th row a total of 4 times = 
�34(�40)�46(�52) sts on needle. For shaping the armholes cast 
off each side 2 sts a total of 8 times = �02(�08)��4(�20)sts left. 
Work for �6(�7)�8(�9)cm without decreasing and then cast off 
for the opening of the neck as follows: Work 33 sts in stocking st, 
cast off 36 sts and then work 33 sts in stocking st. Continue to cast 
off each side for the neck opening for 3,2,2 sts = 26(29)32(35)sts 
left for each shoulder and then cast off for the shoulders 8,9,9 
(9,�0,�0)�0,��,��(��,�2,�2)sts.
Left front piece. Cast on 55(58)6�(64) sts with needle size 2.5 
mm and work 8 rows in English Rib. See diagram 1. Change to 
needle size 3mm and continue in stocking sts. Work for 3 cm 
without any increases or decreases and then decrease � sts at 
side for the waist on every 7th row a total of 6 times and then 
on every 5th row a total of 4 times = 45(48)5�(54)sts left. Work 
for 2(3)4(5)cm without any increases or decreases and then 
increase � st at the side on every 5th row a total of 3 times and 
on every 9th row a total of 4 times = 52(55)58(6�)sts on needle. 
For shaping the armhole cast off at the side for 2 sts a total of 
8 times = 36(39)42(45)sts left. Work �0(��)�2(�3)cm without 
any decreasing and then cast off for the neck opening 4,3,3 sts 
= 26(29)32(35)sts left. Work for 8 cm without any increases or 
decreases and cast off for the shoulder 8,9,9(9,�0,�0)�0,��,��(
��,�2,�2) sts.
Right front piece. Cast on 9�(94)97(�00)sts with needle size 2.5 
mm and work 8 rows in English Rib. See diagram 1. 
Change to needle size 3mm and continue in stocking sts. Work 
for 3 cm without any increases or decreases and then decrease 
� sts at side for the waist on every 7th row a total of 6 times and 
then on every 5th row a total of 4 times = 8�(84)87(90)sts left. 
Work for 2(3)4(5)cm without any increases or decreases and then 
increase � st at the side on every 5th row a total of 3 times and 
on every 9th row a total of 4 times = 88(9�)94(97)sts on needle. 
For shaping the armhole cast off 2 sts at the side a total of 8 
times =72(75)78(8�)sts left. Work for �0(��)�2(�3)cm without 
any increases or decreases and then cast off 36 sts for the neck 
opening = 36(39)42(45)sts left. Continue to cast off another 4,3,3 
sts for the neck opening = 26(29)32(35)sts left. Work for 8 cm 

without any increases or decreases and cast off 8,9,9(9,�0,�0) 
�0,��,��(��,�2,�2)sts for the shoulder.
Sleeve. Cast on 38 sts with needle size 2.5 mm and work in 
English Rib a �5 cm wide and a 23(24)25(26)cm long cuff. See 
diagram 1. Cast off: 5,5,5,5,5,5,5,3 sts. Pick up 73(76)79(82) 
sts with needle size 3mm along the wides edge of the cuff and 
continue in stocking sts. Work for � cm and at the same time 
increase each side � st on every 3rd row until you have a total 
of �23(�29)�35(�4�)sts on needle. Continue to work in stocking 
sts. without any increases until the piece measures 52 cm in total. 
Cast off for the sleeve cap at the beg of each row 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2 
sts each side. Cast off remaining sts. 
Collar. Cast on 42 sts with needle size 2.5 mm and work in English 
Rib a �5 cm wide and 65 cm long piece according to diagram 2. 
Work a looser edge at outer side of the collar according to diagram 
2. Cast off: 5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,2 sts. 
Band for the zipper. Cast on 7 sts with needle size 2.5 mm and 
work in stocking sts 2 bands for the zipper each �5 cm long. 
Cast on 7 sts on needle size 2.5 mm and work in stocking sts 2 
bands for the zipper each 55(57)59(6�) cm long.
Preparation for felting. Place the right sides of the front pieces 
on each other and sew them together along the edge. See photo. 
Fold the back piece in the middle placing the right sides on each 
other, sew along the edge. Fold the collar piece placing the right 
sides on each other and sew it together. Do not wash the bands 
for the zipper. 
Wash the pieces in the washing machine at 40 deg. and allow to 
dry and steam. 
Assembly. Join the shoulder seams. Attached the collar to the 
body. Sew on the zipper with help of the bands. See photo. Join 
the sleeves to the body and join the side seams. 

Model no. 2 Large scarf
Materials: Kauni yarn no. 8/2 (�00% wool) + Kauni effectyarn 
 8/2 (�00% wool)
Size: one size   
Amount of yarn: Effect colour 340 g; Plain colour light 340 g;
 Plain colour �50 g 
Recommended colours: 
 Effect  -  Plain clr. light  -   Plain clr.   
 EN       AA         HH
 EZ       SS3       YY�
 EQ       KK�        MM
 EM       GG3       MM
 ES        SS�       DD
 EP        NN4       PP
 EG       LL4        MM
   ER      RR7    RR6
 ED       NN4       CC
 ER        MM        PP 
Needles: Pointed needles size 3mm
Finish measures: �44 cm x �28 cm
Knitting tension: 
30 sts x 36 rows in stocking sts = �0 x �0 cm. 
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended. 
1. Effect: Cast on 54 sts with needle size 3 mm and work in 
stocking sts for �50 cm with effect yarn. 
2. Light plain clr: Cast on 93 sts with needle size 3 mm and work 
according to diagram for �55 cm with white plain clr. yarn. 
3. Plain clr: Cast on 35 sts with needle size 3 mm and work in 
stocking sts for �50 cm with light grey plain clr. yarn.
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4. Light plain clr: Cast on 54 sts with needle size 3 mm and work 
according to diagram for �55 cm with white plain clr. yarn.
5. Effect: Cast on 96 sts with needle size 3 mm and work in 
stocking sts for �50 cm with effect yarn. 
6. Plain clr: Cast on 35 sts with needle size 3 mm and work in 
stocking sts for �50 cm with effect yarn. 
Preparation for felting. Fold and place the right side of the 
pieces on each other and sew them along the edges. Wash the 
pieces in the washing machine at 40 deg. and allow to dry flat. 
Sew the pieces together according to drawing 1 and photo. 
Crochet an edge according to the drawing and sew on tassels.  

Model no. 3. Large shawl 
Materials:  Kauni yarn no. 8/2 (90% wool / �0 % acrylic) 
Size:   One size   
Amount of yarn: 300 g 
Recommended colours: All colours with Kauni effect yarn 8/2
Needles: Circular needles size 6 mm 
Finish measures: 274 cm along the longest triangle 
Knitting tension: �2 sts x �9 rows = �0 cm x �0 cm 
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended. 
The shawl is knitted in garter sts through out.
Cast on 4 sts with needle size 6 mm and work for � row. Slip the 
first st on all rows (do not knit)! Increase on every other row (i.e. 
2nd, 4th, 6th row and so on) in 2nd st from edge. When the piece 
measures �50 cm decrease the same way. Continue until 4 sts left 
on row. Cast off. 
Preparation for felting. Fold and place the right side of the 
pieces on each other and sew them along the edges. Wash the 
pieces in the washing machine at 40 deg. and allow to dry flat. 
Tassel. Make tassels according to drawing and join them to the 
shawl.  

Model nr. 4 Cardigan with wooden buttons
Materials: Kauni yarn no. 2,5/2 ( �00% wool ) 
Size:      S  –  (M)  –  L  –  (XL)
Burst: 53   (55)    57    (59) (cm)
Length:  6�   (63)    65    (67) (cm)
Amount of yarn: 790 (840)  890  (940) g
Recommended colours: All colours with Kauni yarn 2.5/2
Needles: Circular needles size 6 mm
Knitting tension: �4 sts x 24 rows in pattern = �0 x �0 cm  
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended. 
Back: Cast on 84(87)90(93) sts with circular needle size 6 mm 
and work back and forth in garter sts for 2 rows. Continue to 
work according to the diagram. Work for 7 cm without any 
increases or decreases. Then decrease � st each side for the waist 
and repeat the decreases on every 7th row a total of 6 times = 
72(75)78(8�) sts left. Work for 9 rows without any increases or 
decreases and then increase � sts each side on every 7th row a total 
of 4 times = 80(83)86(89)sts on needle. Continue to work without 
any increases or decreases until the piece measures 38(39)40(4�) 
cm. For shaping the armholes cast off on each row both sides 
for �,�,�,�,�,�,�,� st. = 64(67)70(73) sts left. Then work without 
any decreases until the piece measures 62(63)64(65) cm. Work 
in stocking sts �8(�9)20(2�) sts, cast off 28(29)30(3�)sts for the 
neck opening and work in stocking sts the remaining �8(�9)20(2�) 
sts. Then cast off for the shoulders both sides, beginning at the 
shoulder side with 2 threads of yarn for: 6,6,6(6,6,7)6,7,7(7,7,7) 
sts. 
Front piece. Cast on 44(46)48(50)sts on circular needle size 6 

mm and work in garter sts for 2 rows. Continue to work according 
to diagram. Work 7 cm without any increases or decreases 
and then decrease � st at the side for the waist. Continue to 
decrease on every 7th row a total of 6 times = 38(40)42(44) sts 
left. Work for 9 rows without any increases or decreases. Then 
increase � st at the side for the waist. Continue to increase on 
every 7th row a total of 4 times = 42(44)46(48) sts on needle. 
Continue to work without any increases or decreases until the 
piece measures 38(39)40(4�)cm. For shaping the armholes cast 
off �,�,�,�,�,�,�,� st = 34(36)38(40) sts left. Work for 2 rows and 
then cast off 6 sts for the neck opening, work for another 2 rows. 
Then decrease � st for the neck opening on every 3rd row until 
the piece measures 62(63)64(65) cm. K 3 sts tog at the side of 
the neck opening = �8(�9)20(2�)sts left. Cast off for the shoulder 
6,6,6(6,6,7)6,7,7(7,7,7) sts. Pick up sts along the front edge and 
work 2 rows of garter sts for a front band. Cast off all sts. 
Work the other front in reverse.
Sleeve. Cast on 39 sts with circular needle size 6 mm and work 
back and forth in garter sts for 2 rows. Continue to work according 
to the diagram. Then work for 7 cm without any increases or 
decreases and then begin to increase each side � st for every 2� 
rows a total of 2 times, � st on every 8th row a total of 2 times and 
then on every 5th row until the piece measures 43(45)47(49) cm 
in the width and 42 cm in the length. Cast off each side for the 
sleeve cap on every row �,�,�,�,�,�,�,� sts. Cast off remaining 
sts.  
Collar. Make the collar in 2 pieces. Cast on 54 sts with circular 
needle size 6 mm and work back and forth in stocking sts for 6 
rows. Increase � st at the left side. Continue to increase on every 
7th row a total of 5 times. Continue in stocking sts until the piece 
measures �2 cm (or the length you wish). Work in garter sts for 2 
cm for the collar edge and cast off all sts. 
Work the other side of the collar in reverse.
Join the collar pieces. 
Pocket. Mark the placing of the pockets on the front pieces. Cast 
on �9 sts with circular needle size 6mm and work back and forth 
in garter sts for 3 rows. Continue in stocking sts until the piece 
measures 8 cm. Keep the stitches on needle and sew them onto 
the front piece according to the drawing. 
Assembly. Join the shoulder seams. Attach the collar and join the 
sleeves to the body. Join the side seams. Sew on the buttons and 
sew on buttonhole loops for the buttons. 

Model no. 5 Cardigan with big collar
Materials: Kauni yarn no. 4/2 (50% wool 25% acrylic 25% 
polyester) 
Size:          XS   (S)  –  M  –  (L)  –  XL
Burst: 5�   (53)   55    (57)   59 (cm)
Length:  55   (57)   59    (6�)   63 (cm) 
Sleeve length: 50   (49)  49    (49)   49 (cm)
Amount of yarn: 420 (500) 580  (660) 740 g effect yarn.
 (�00 g) plain colour for all sizes
Recommended colours:  
 Plain Effect yarn
 ZA     and        ZJ4
 ZD3           ZJ4
 ZM�          ZJ4
 ZM�          ZM4
 ZD2           ZM4
 ZD3           ZM4
 ZL3           ZM4
Needles: Circular needles size 6 mm
Knitting tension: 20sts x 26rows in pattern = �0 x �0 cm  
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
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try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended. 
Back. Cast on �0�(�05)�09(��3)��7 sts with circular needle size 
6 mm and work in Rib for 3 rows (P�, K�) with effect yarn. Change 
to plain colour and purl the 4th row. Continue to work in pattern 
according to diagram no. 1. Work for 4 cm without any increases 
or decreases and then decrease � st each side for the waist. 
Continue to decrease each side on every 8th row a total of 6 times 
= 89(93)97(�0�)�05 sts left. Work for 3 cm without any increases 
or decreases and then increase � st each side on every 8th row a 
total of 4 times = 97(�0�)�05(�09)��3 sts on needle. Continue to 
work without any increases or decreases until the piece measures 
36(37)38(39(40) cm. For shaping the armholes cast off each 
row on both sides for �,�,�,�,�,�,� st = 83(87)9�(95)99 sts left. 
Work until the piece measures 54(55)56(57)58 cm without any 
decreases. Work in stocking sts 23(25)27(29)3� sts and cast off 
37 sts for the neck opening. Work the remaining 23(25)27(29) sts 
in stocking sts. Work for 3 rows on each shoulder piece with 2 
threads of yarn. Cast off for the shoulders beginning at the side 
for 8,8,7(8,8,9)9,9,9(9,�0,�0)�0,�0,�� sts. 
Front piece. Cast on 5�(53)55(57)59 sts with circular needle 
size 6 mm and work in Rib for 3 rows (P�, K�) with effect yarn. 
Change to plain colour and purl the 4th row. Continue to work 
in pattern according to diagram no. 1. Work for 4 cm without 
any increases or decreases and then decrease � st for the waist 
at the side and continue to decrease � st on every 8th row a total 
of 6 times = 45(47)49(5�)53 sts left. Work for 3 cm without any 
increases or decreases and continue to increase � st at the side on 
every 8th row a total of 4 times = 49(5�)53(55)57 sts on needle. 
Work until the piece measures 36(37)38(39)40 cm without any 
increases or decreases. Shape for armhole and neck opening at 
the same time. 
Armhole: Cast off each row beginning at the side seam for 
�,�,�,�,�,�,� st = a total of 7 sts. = 42(44)46(48)50 sts left. 
Continue to work without any increases or decreases for the side 
of the armhole. 
Neck opening: Cast of � st on every row beginning at the neck 
opening until you have 23(25)27(29)3� sts left on needle. Work 
until the piece measures 55(56)57(58)59 cm without any increases 
or decreases. Cast off for the shoulder for 8,8,7(8,8,9)9,9,9(9, 
�0,�0)�0,�0,�� sts with 2 threads of yarn. Pick up all sts at the 
side of the opening. Work in Rib for 3 rows (P�, K�) with effect 
yarn. Cast off. 
Work the other front in reverse. 
Sleeves. Cast on 57(59)6�(63)65 sts with circular needle size 6 
mm and work in Rib for 3 rows (P�, K�) with effect yarn. Change 
to single colour and purl the 4th row. Continue to work according 
to pattern in diagram no. 1. Work for 4 cm without any increases 
or decreases and then decrease � st each side. Work for 5 cm 
without any increases or decreases and then decrease � st each 
side = 53(55)57(59)6� sts left. Work for �7 rows without any 
increases or decreases and then increase � st for every �0th row 
a total of 6 times = 65(69)73(77)8� sts left. The piece measures 
47(46)46(46)46 cm. Cast off for the sleeve cap at the beginning of 
each row, both sides for �,�,�,�,�,�,� sts and cast off remaining 
sts. 
Collar. Work the collar in 2 pieces. Cast on 74(75)76(77)78 sts 
with circular needle size 6 mm and work in pattern according 
to diagram no. 2 with effect yarn. Work for 4 cm without any 
increases or decreases. Increase at the centre side of the collar 
and decrease at the outer side of the collar at the same time as 
follows: 
Middle side: Increase � st at the centre side of the collar and 
continue to increase on every 7th row.  
Outer side: Decrease � st at the outer side of the collar on every 

row until you have worked a total of �2 cm. Then decrease 2 sts 
on every row beginning at the outer side of the collar until the 
piece measures �5cm. Then 3 sts on every row beginning at the 
outer side of the collar until the piece measures �9 cm. Cast off 
all sts. Put all sts on the left hand side of needle and work in Rib 
for 3 rows (P�, K�) with the same yarn. Cast off. 
Work the other collar piece in reverse. 
Assembly. Join the shoulder seam. Join the collar piece together. 
Attach the collar to the cardigan. See photo and join the sleeves 
to the body. Join the side seams Sew on the buttons and sew on 
a button hole loop for the button. 

Model no. 6 Slippers/socks
Materials: Kauni yarn no. 2,5/2 (�00% wool) 

 NB! Knit with double thread!
Size:         36   (38)   40  
Amount of yarn:  250   (270)  300 g
Recommended colours: all colours with 2,5/2 Kauni yarn.
Needles: Double pointed needles size 4 mm
Knitting tension: �4sts x 20rows in stocking sts = �0 before 
felting. �6 sts x 23 rows in stocking sts = �0 x �0 cm after felting. 
It is important to keep the correct tension. If tension is not correct 
try to use a needle size smaller or bigger than recommended.

Cast on 44 sts with double pointed needles size 4 mm and split 
them onto 4 needles. Work in Rib � row (K�, P�). Work in stocking 
sts for 20 cm and then continue to work sts on needle no. � and 
needle no. 4. Work for 5 cm without any increases or decreases. 
Split the sts on needle no. � and needle no. 4 onto 2 needles = 5 
and 6 sts on each needle instead for �� sts. 
Work on needle no. �: 5 sts. Slip st. no. 6 as if to K, K st no. 7, 
psso. Turn and purl sts back. When you begin on needle no. 4, 
purl 5 sts and purl st no. 6 and no. 7 together. Continue the 
decreases until all stitches “not knitted” are knitted together with 
stitch no. 6. 
Work 6 sts on needle no. � and continue with 5 sts from the heel 
so you again have �� sts on needle. Work sts on needle no. 2 and 
needle no. 3. On needle no. 4 work 5 sts from the heel and then 
6 sts already on needle. Work for 2 rows. 
Decrease � st on each needle = �0 sts left on each needle. Work 
for 4 cm without any increases or decreases and then decrease � 
st on each needle = 9 sts left. Work for another 3(5)7 cm without 
any increases or decreases and then decrease � st on each needle 
Work for 3 rows and then decrease � st on each needle. Work for 
2 rows and decrease � st on each needle and work � row. When 
6 sts remaining on each needle decrease � st on every needle 
until � st left on each needle. Cut the thread and pull through the 
remaining 4 sts. 
Preparation for felting. Turn the socks inside out and cut a zig 
- zag in the casting on edge. Sew the zig - zag edge together and 
machine wash at 80 deg. Dry and press into shape. 

Explanations for the signs in the diagrams: 

  Edge st, slip, do not knit. 

  K from the RS and P from the WS.

  Make a yo, slip � st.

  K the yo and the slipped st tog. 

  Keep the yarn in front of work, slip st onto the right side 

  needle. 

  Slip � st as if to K, K�, psso. 
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